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YOU WILL NEED:
1. A

Shungite Pendulum

2. A Singing bowl.
Learning to use the

pendulum is the most perfect introduction to cleaning and clearing your

energy. You can also help your friends, families, pets and home as you begin to learn the power of
cleansing and clearing energy with this amazing stone.
The pendulum I recommend is a Shungite although if you already have a pendulum you use and have
a connection to then stick with that.
Shungite is a very unique rock that was discovered in Russia. Like all black crystals such as Opal
and Tourmaline it draws and pulls out negativity and heavy energy making it the most perfect stone
to teach with and use...
Scientists estimate that Shungite is about two million years old. Shungite formed in the layers of
the Earth’ s crust around 2 billion years ago. It looks like coal but is far more powerful and health
beneficial!
Roughly two million people use Shungite filters, medicines and other holistic products as it also
absorbs negative energy. Understanding its many benefits is only just beginning.
Shungite has been proven to help protect from

electromagnetic fields such as, cell phones, TV-sets,

monitors and geo-pathogenic zones...(Geo– the earth, pathogenic– creating illness; Geo-pathogenic
Zones are areas on the earth that create illnesses. Geo-pathogenic Zones come from inside the
earth, vertically up and they penetrate buildings. They are a form of radiation (or energy),
emanating

from

below

the

earth

surface.

Their

cause

is believed

to

be

mostly underground

water currents but also shifts in the earth’ s crust and other geological causes).
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PENDULUM PROTECTION

I am extremely sensitive to energy so learning how to take care of my energy has been a lifelong
mission.
I was once told that ‘I only have to sit next to someone for 5 minutes and I could be walking away
with their problems’. This is because I am incredibly empathic and can ‘feel’

other people’s

thoughts and emotions.
This has changed with Matrix Evolution Sovereign Symbiosis and Solfeggio Hertz Frequencies
infused with Arcturian Theta Superfluity Frequency Embodiments.
In the past if I was not centered and I found myself emotionally challenged I could take on the
feelings and emotions of other people. I was also under constant psychic attack due to my work and
Matrix Hacking.
I worked on this for years but still found that something was holding me back. I became very good
at managing my energy field but I still had times where I was vulnerable, especially around people I
love or have an emotional investment with.
Creating Matrix Evolution Sovereign Symbiosis has given me the opportunity to not only be free of
being hooked into other peoples emotions but has also freed me of AI, inter-dimensional attack,
chakra cleansing, soul retrieval and having to constantly protect myself from outside influences.
You will learn how to cleanse and clean your pendulum, how to connect with your pendulum and
intuit yes and no answers.
You will also learn about clearing false constructs, overlays and reconnect yourself back to your
Sovereign Self.
This technique you can also use on food, in your home, on clients, animals and anywhere you feel
uncertain or there are any blocks or heavy energy.
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HOW TO CLEANSE YOUR PENDULUM

Your pendulums need to be cleaned regularly.

When you use your pendulum it can absorb energy. As you get more
experienced you will be removing negative energy and Crystals can
absorb.
Crystals need cleansing.
Cleansing your crystals is easy. I use a Japanese singing bowl although
Tibetan or another variety is just as powerful.
Hold your pendulum above the bowl and give it a tap with the stick. The
sound and vibration of the singing bowl will clear the energy of the
pendulum. I usually give it a few taps.

If you would like to give your pendulums and crystals a really deep cleanse then I suggest putting
them in a bowl of natural water; (mineral, rain water or sea water) over night outside where they
can soak up the rays of the moon. A full moon or new moon is the most powerful time but any night
is an energy boost for crystals.
You can also add rock salt, a drop of a cleansing essential oil such as rose oil or lavender to help
clear the energy and raise your crystals vibration if you wish to get creative.
A clean pendulum is crucial to your work. Remember that the pendulum is an extension of you and
your abilities. It is your guide and tool to higher dimensional connected energies.
If your pendulum is full of negative energy that it is collecting it will become less clear and more
difficult to intuit accurate responses.
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HOW DOES IT WORK?

The pendulum is connecting into your Sovereign Self and a higher dimension that I call our Essence
connection. That is why it can intuit answers and help you with clearing toxic energy and aid you
with answering important questions..
It takes time and practice to fully trust your intuitive abilities and your capacity to use a pendulum
but as you begin to clear your energy and feel the benefits your confidence will grow.
I believe true alignment and authenticity derive from being in touch with who we are moment to
moment and that presence is a natural state of being.
When we are connected with our hearts and souls with a clear mind and allowing our spiritual self
to speak to us through a divining tool such as a pendulum - we are able to tap into a
multidimensional universe that is working in our favour to help us free ourselves from the matrix
illusion we are trapped in.
When you are in the in the moment, focusing or flowing with what is happening right now without
any thoughts related to the past or the future you are totally present. This is the space from which
to tune into and work with your pendulum.
Presence is a natural state.. It’s about being in the body as well as the mind... Allowing beingness
to shine through and operate beyond projections... You then become a conduit for sovereign essence
to flow through you.
This will make your pendulum work very powerfully as you align yourself with the universal flow
and become one with the tools you use, in this case your pendulum.
Be patient with yourself. If you are having problems getting accurate answers thats ok. Trusting
yourself and your pendulum abilities takes time and experience. Everyone can do this. We just need
the right guidance and to trust in our intuitive gifts as multidimensional sentient beings.
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LETS GET STARTED

Begin by taking your pendulum and holding it in your dominant hand
allowing it to hang freely.

Place your other hand, palm facing upwards a few inches below your
pendulum. Your pendulum is then able to tune into your energy field.
Take a few deep breaths and clear your mind. The pendulum can be
influenced by your thoughts and emotions so it is important to remain
neutral and present when you ask it questions.
Begin by asking your pendulum to show you a yes and a no movement. The
pendulum will have a different swinging motion with these requests.
Firmly establish your yes and no movement.

Practice a few times so you feel confident. The more relaxed you are and neutral the easier it will
be to work with your pendulum.
Once you have your 'yes' and 'No's' strong the next step is asking the right questions to get
accurate answers and developing a clear language with your pendulum. This will be covered in the
next Ebook.
This Ebook is just an introduction so get practicing!
REMEMBER YOU HAVE THE CONNECTION ALREADY. THESE FIRST MOVIES ARE ABOUT ACTIVATING YOUR
INTUITIVE ABILITIES AND MOVING BEYOND THIS MUNDANE 3RD DIMENSIONAL REALITY AND ACCESSING
YOU POTENTIAL AS A SOVEREIGN MULTIDIMENSIONAL BEING.
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